On the role of anisotropy of membrane constituents in formation of a membrane neck during budding of a multicomponent membrane.
The expression for the isotropic membrane bending energy was generalized for the case of a multicomponent membrane where the membrane constituents (single molecules or small complexes of molecules-membrane inclusions) were assumed to be anisotropic. Using this generalized expression for the membrane energy it was shown that the change of intrinsic shape of membrane components may induce first-order-like shape transitions leading to the formation of a membrane neck. The predicted discontinuous membrane shape transition and the concomitant lateral segregation of membrane components were applied to study membrane budding. Based on the results presented we conclude that the budding process might be driven by accumulation of anisotropic membrane components in the necks connecting the bud and the parent membrane, and by accumulation of isotropic (conical) membrane components on the bud. Both processes may strongly depend on the intrinsic shape of membrane components and on the direct interactions between them.